Interior layout:
floors LG - 3

Lower Ground: Radiotherapy

LG

G

Radiotherapy will be one level down from the
main entrance and the central lightwell running
through the building will ensure it is bright.
There will be a reception point, waiting space
including a beverage bay, and clinical rooms
for reviewing patients already on treatment.

There will be 6 advanced linear accelerator
treatment machines, with capacity to expand
to 8 in future if required. Each treatment
machine has 2 dedicated ‘pass-through’
changing rooms so patients can change
and go straight in/out in total privacy.

Ground: Main entrance

complementary therapies, the transport desk,
toilets, a waiting area and meeting rooms. The
atrium will be light and airy but will have a warm,
friendly feeling. People will be able to enter both
from the landscaped side with parking and pickup/drop-off and from the West Derby Street side.

The main entrance will include a welcoming
reception desk along with self-check-in facilities
for patients who prefer to use them. There will
be an information centre for patients and carers,

First floor: Café, main waiting area and Outpatients

1

All patients who are not admitted as
emergencies will be able to check in and
come to the first floor to relax in the main
waiting area here until they are called
to the relevant department for their
appointment or treatment.
The first floor will include the main
waiting area, café, additional self-check-in

facilities, the Outpatients department,
the pharmacy dispensary, and more toilets.
The Outpatients department will have a
reception point, consultation/examination
rooms with clinical review rooms nearby
where clinicians can discuss care and treatment
plans, telemedicine rooms, an area for taking
bloods, and support facilities and services.

Second floor: Imaging, diagnostics and pre-treatment

2

This floor will provide highly-sophisticated
imaging for radiotherapy treatment planning
and for diagnostics, including scans to see
what effect treatment is having on a tumour.
Each type of imaging will have its own
changing facilities and sub-waiting areas.
It will have 1 MRI suite, 1 PET-CT suite,
2 CT scanners, and 1 x-ray/fluoroscopy
suite, all with appropriate cannulation/
injection and recovery areas.

Third floor: Daycase unit

3

Patients attending for minor procedures and
daycase treatments other than chemotherapy
will be cared for on this level. This includes
people coming for brachytherapy, a type of
radiotherapy where the treatment is placed
inside the body, and Papillon, a non-surgical
contact radiotherapy for early rectal cancer.
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Elsewhere on this floor will be 2 patient
preparation or mould rooms for those patients
who need to wear a mask during their
radiotherapy treatment. Associated services
including the dentist, treatment planning
and virtual simulation will also be here, along
with offices, meeting space and toilets.
Link to Royal: Due to the way the site slopes,
this floor is at the same level as the Royal
Liverpool University Hospital’s ground floor.
It will be physically linked to the Royal.

People with blood cancers who currently
attend the Royal Liverpool for nonchemotherapy daycase treatment (e.g.
transfusions) will also be treated here.
The floor will also include facilities
like a pantry/kitchen for patients,
toilets, and an anaesthetic room.

Interior layout:
floors 4 - 9

Fourth floor: Urgent care, admissions ward and inpatients

4

The new hospital will enable us to expand and
further improve the urgent specialist cancer
care we provide, reducing the number of
people going to Emergency Departments.
The urgent care service in the new hospital
will also support people with blood cancer
who currently attend the Royal Liverpool. This
will be a new service for these patients.
The urgent care area will have consultation/
examination rooms, assessment bays (trolleys/
beds) and facilities to allow us to separate

immuno-compromised patients from others,
where required, to reduce any risk of them
catching colds etc, along with support services.
This floor will also have a ward of single, ensuite, inpatient bedrooms, along with social
space where patients can mingle and gain
valuable support from each other, a beverage
bay where they can help themselves to
drinks, and support services. This ward will
mainly be used by patients being admitted to
hospital for short periods. Currently, the staff
lounge is also planned to be on this floor.

Fifth, sixth and seventh floors: Inpatients and Teenage & Young Adults

5/6/7

Every inpatient will have their own single
en-suite room, fully equipped with smart TVs.
Single rooms have many advantages – patient
privacy, more flexible and individualised care,
and even better protection against any risk
of infection. There will be 110 beds in total
across the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th floors.
It’s equally important that patients can gain
the support and friendship that many find so
valuable during treatment, so each floor will
also have a social space and a beverage bay
where they can make drinks and feel at home.
There will be four rooms for relatives/carers.

Eighth floor: Chemotherapy

8

The Chemotherapy floor will have 34
treatment spaces, split between spacious
chair bays and individual en-suite rooms to
treat and care for people with blood cancers
or solid tumours, as well as a dedicated
space for patients on Phase I clinical trials.

Where possible, we will have facilities in patients’
rooms so a loved one can stay with them in
comfort near the end of life. There will also be a
non-denominational contemplation room which
can be used by patients, visitors or staff who need
a quiet space for personal reflection or prayer.
The sixth floor will include the Teenage
& Young Adult Unit (TYA) for people
aged 16-24, with single inpatient rooms,
chemotherapy chairs, and a large social area.
The sixth and seventh floors will have
outdoor terraces where patients can
enjoy fresh air and socialise.

The chairs will be flexible so patients can choose
whether they want privacy or to socialise
with others during treatment. There will also
be superb views from this floor, which will
be especially important for people on long
treatment infusions, along with beverage
bays where patients can make drinks and chat
together while receiving their treatment.

Ninth floor: Pharmacy and aseptic suite

9

The production pharmacy and aseptic suite
will be on the top floor, conveniently close
to Chemotherapy. Staff here will prepare
chemotherapy and other drugs for patients.
The facilities will include isolators for aseptic
production of drugs including gene therapy
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and clinical trials. Drugs for delivery of
chemotherapy in patients’ homes will also be
prepared here. The unit will support both direct
patient care and clinical trials, which are such an
important part of the best cancer treatment.

Community benefits
& social value
As well as improving cancer care, the development is an
opportunity to deliver wider benefits to neighbouring communities
and businesses in Merseyside and Cheshire through regeneration.
We want to deliver real ‘social value’ to the communities we serve.

We are interested
to hear what you
think and any ideas
you have which will
help create social
sustainability through
the Transforming
Cancer Care project.

Through the project we will develop a number of initiatives which
are focused on local people, investment in the local pound, skills
development and training. We have grouped this into four areas:

Employment

Education and skills

Economy

Engagement

Responsible employment and
accessible opportunities for
local people will be central to
creating a resilient and skilled
workforce. We will focus on:

A full education enrichment
project will focus on
identified priority schools
and will include:

Investing in the local pound
will help create sustainable
and resilient communities
into the future. Our
objectives will include:

Engaging with the local
community will help us
to create a project which
encompasses real community
ownership. This includes:

• New and sustained
job opportunities
for local people

• Developing existing
and establishing
new relationships
with local colleges

• A commitment to a minimum
of two local social enterprises
to benefit from the project

• Project-initiated
apprenticeship and
traineeship opportunities

• Using construction as a
method of raising aspiration
for high school students

• A local focused procurement
policy which is accessible to
local businesses and suppliers

• A minimum of one day
a year volunteering on
community-based initiatives
from each member
of the team

• Accessible opportunities
through agreed local
recruitment routes

• A minimum of 10 valuable
and structured work
placement opportunities

• A ‘meet the buyer’
event to attract local
businesses to the project

• Supporting and hosting
careers events to prepare
today’s young people
for tomorrow’s jobs
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• Access to the Laing O’Rourke
Transforming the
Future Fund for local
community projects
• Regular communityfaced meetings to keep
local people informed
of the project’s progress

Design concept
& philosophy
Getting the new hospital’s design right is
absolutely vital. We gave our architects, BDP, a
detailed brief defining the key characteristics
we wanted to incorporate. The resulting
design has been informed by three features
that have consistently emerged as key
priorities for patients, visitors and staff:
• A sense of airiness and light
• A friendly and peaceful atmosphere
• A feeling of connecting with nature by
bringing the outdoors ‘in’ where possible.
We believe the new hospital will deliver all this through
a landmark design that will provide fantastic facilities
with the warmth, friendliness, and tranquillity of The
Clatterbridge Cancer Centre’s existing hospitals.

Did you know?
The hospital has been
designed and will be
built by the same team
that created the new
Alder Hey in the Park
hospital: architects BDP
and main contractors
Laing O’Rourke.
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Key features to note
Natural light: Patients, visitors and staff will have
maximum access to natural light, with rooms facing
out over the city around a central light-well running
right through the building down to Radiotherapy.
Interior design: The BDP architectural team
includes an interior designer who has ensured
the whole building has a warm, welcoming,
positive feel that enhances patient care.
Landscaping: The BDP team also includes landscape
architects who have ensured that the green spaces
in and around the building are carefully designed to
provide high-quality external spaces in which to relax.
Privacy & dignity: Patients arriving by ambulance
and those in beds/trolleys have their own lifts and
routes so they can be taken to treatment areas in
privacy away from visitors and outpatients.
Logical layout: The hospital is designed to make it
as easy as possible for people to move around in
an efficient way. Departments that need to be near
each other are vertically / horizontally close, with
convenient lifts and stairs between them. This is different
from our Wirral site, which is quite spread out.
Plant & services: There are dedicated lifts/routes
for goods and services. Plant (e.g. heat and power)
and main service areas are in a block together at
the rear of the building adjacent to the Royal.

What
is BREEAM?
BREEAM is the leading
method for assessing the
environmental impact of
a building, recognised
across the world.

Environment
& sustainability
People’s health can be affected by their local
environment for better or worse. We care about
our impact on the environment – locally and
globally, now and into the future – and are
committed to building an environmentallysustainable, energy-efficient hospital.

We have set ourselves the following objectives and
will achieve them wherever practicable:

We are targeting a BREEAM Healthcare rating of ‘Excellent’
and will be assessed against a broad set of criteria to
determine and certify how sustainable the new hospital is.
Key features to support sustainability and energy-efficiency,
and help us achieve a rating of Excellent, include:

• The legal and ethical validity of materials will
be verified through recognised certification and
approved environmental management schemes

CHP (Combined Heat and Power) system
CHP is a highly-efficient way of generating electricity.
The waste heat created as by-product is then recycled
to keep the building warm and provide hot water.

• Waste will be reduced through a range of measures,
including the reuse of items and selection of materials with
a high recycled content, enhanced durability, recyclability
and ‘deconstruction’ capacity (i.e. the ability to be used again
or recycled even after the new building is no longer needed)

Solar power and hybrid district heating system
We are considering the use of solar panels (a photo-voltaic
array) and a system for distributing this energy right
through the building from a central ‘energy store’.

• Hazardous materials – including refrigerants and insulants
with high global warming potential – will be avoided in favour
of non-hazardous materials with a lower environmental impact.

Responsibly sourced, sustainable construction
We will place the same importance on sustainability in the
construction phase, avoiding the considerable waste that
can otherwise occur in procurement and development.

Laing O’Rourke will use its health, safety & environment, and
quality systems to achieve these objectives – it will use its supply
chain management process, supplier code and timber procurement
protocols when sourcing materials, goods and services.

• Materials and services with the lowest
environmental impact will take precedence
• Materials and services will be locally sourced

• Water use will be minimised

Both The Clatterbridge Cancer Centre and Laing O’Rourke
are committed to protecting and enhancing the environment
through the use of responsibly sourced, sustainable
materials, products and services. This includes our selection
of sub-contractors and others working on the project.

A green hospital
Patients, visitors and our own staff tell us
how much they value the connection to
nature that they feel in our Wirral hospital.
That’s why our commitment to making our
new hospital in Liverpool ‘green’ includes
features that bring the outside ‘in’.
Building users will find lots of natural light,
along with peaceful terraces and a ‘winter
garden’ allowing them to enjoy fresh air in
a tranquil, landscaped setting. We’re also
keen to include features inside the hospital
that help people connect with nature and
would welcome your suggestions.
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In harmony
with our neighbours
We’re very excited to bring The Clatterbridge Cancer
Centre into the heart of Liverpool. The new hospital will
be a striking design that inspires a sense of wellbeing
– but it’s equally important to us that it is in harmony
with the surrounding skyline and local environment.
The 11 floors will taper back in steps in keeping
with the height of neighbouring buildings and
West Derby Street’s rise from the city centre, rather
than in a uniform ‘block’. Complementing this, the
crystalline façade will give the hospital an appearance
of light. We are keen to hear what our neighbours
and local communities think of the design.

Bus routes through site
New bus stop
Existing bus stop
Existing bus stop to be relocated

Travel & transport
We know how important it is to make it as easy
as possible for people to get to the new hospital.
Its location in central Liverpool will make it
much simpler for the majority of Merseyside and
Cheshire’s residents to access than our Wirral site.

Road access to the site
Access to the cancer centre site will be via a new access
from West Derby Street. We are in the process of
developing proposals with the local Highways office.

Car
People arriving at the new cancer hospital by car will simply
enter the health campus from West Derby Street directly to
the pick-up/drop-off outside our main entrance and adjacent
dedicated undercroft parking. Staff will have a separate car park.
Parking for our patients and their visitors will be free and we
plan to have approximately 100 spaces. Our parking spaces will
be protected e.g. via barrier controls. Work on our permanent
parking can only begin after the old Royal has been demolished
to create space. In the interim, there will be around 30 free spaces
(including blue badge) near our main entrance with the remaining
spaces close by. These spaces will be on site and we are also
considering a shuttle bus to and from the entrance, depending
on the distance. There will be at least 350 dedicated staff parking
spaces, with 350 interim spaces until wider site work is complete.

Public transport and taxis
The new hospital will be well connected to rail and bus
networks, unlike our Wirral site. A significant proportion of
our staff are likely to use public transport. There will be a
bus route from Prescot Street through the health campus site
and bus stops close to the cancer centre (see map). We plan
to install real-time bus information in the main entrance.
Liverpool Lime Street and Central Station are both under a
mile away and there are newspaper reports that in future
a new train station could be built to serve the university
area. There will be convenient pick-up and drop-off points
for taxis immediately next to our main entrance.

Ambulance and PTS
(patient transport service)
There will be dedicated drop-off and pick-up spaces for nonemergency ambulances (including ambulance cars) immediately
next to our main entrance. Ambulance patients arriving or
leaving the cancer centre by trolley will enter and leave in
privacy by a separate entrance at the rear of the building
on West Derby Street, away from main public routes.

Cycling and green travel initiatives
There will be cycle parking for patients/public and a secure,
covered and lit cycle storage area for staff. We will also use
other green travel initiatives to encourage walking and cycling
(e.g. cycle to work schemes), car-sharing, and season ticket
packages. We will work with Mersey Travel to encourage
and develop travel by public transport to the hospital.

Accessibility & inclusivity
The new hospital will be welcoming and
inclusive for people of all backgrounds and
abilities. It will be fully accessible for people in
wheelchairs, deaf and hard-of-hearing people,
and blind and visually-impaired people. There
will be baby-changing and baby-feeding
facilities and changing space for use by adults
with complex physical or mental disabilities.
Blue badge parking will be provided.
Signage and the interior design will aim to enhance the
care environment for people with special needs including
learning disabilities, visual impairment and dementia, and
we have worked with patient representatives on this. We
are keen to ensure the new hospital is dementia-friendly.
We would very much welcome additional views from people
with experience of disabilities and special needs who can
help us ensure the hospital is accessible and inclusive.
There will also be a non-denominational contemplation
space for personal reflection and prayer.
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